
Startup Pitching Goes Public: GenAI Collective
Presents SF Demo Spectacular

GenAI Collective democratizes startup pitching, showcasing innovations on a public stage with real-

time feedback and audience votes at SF Demo Nigh.t.

SAN FRANCISCO, CA, UNITED STATES, June 27, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Breaking down the
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velvet ropes and eliminating the hoops, the GenAI

Collective hosted the SF Demo Spectacular on June 27th at

Shack15 in the iconic Ferry Building. This highly anticipated

event democratized the startup pitch process, offering a

platform where companies showcased their innovations

on a public stage, received real-time feedback, and were

voted on by the audience. 

About the Event

The SF Demo Spectacular brought together the Bay Area’s

most innovative minds and groundbreaking AI demos. The GenAI Collective, building on the

success of its inaugural Demo Extravaganza in May this year, curated a larger event that drew

communities and innovators from across the region and has become one of the popular tech

series in the Bay area, Attendees experienced ten impressive demos from early-stage startups,

witnessing first hand products that push the boundaries of technology and have the potential to

become household names.

Demo Categories Included consumer technology and deep tech. What stood out about the event

was the unique ability included in the Demo Night App, enabling all 250+ attendees to interact

with products, provide feedback, and sign up for early access. Community voting determined the

winners who earned their place in the GenAI Collective Hall of Fame.

Quote from GenAI Collective founder, Chappy Asel: “Our goal is to make this the must-attend

event series in SF: uniting all communities and delivering as much value to the startup

ecosystem as we can!”

What sets the GenAI Collective apart is its carefully curated audience. They vet individuals who

are either relevant to or curious about AI, spanning various stages of their careers and diverse

backgrounds. This approach fosters a rich environment of diverse thought leadership and

http://www.einpresswire.com


collaboration.

Deep Tech Focus

The SF Demo Spectacular wasn't just any demo day – it was a deep dive into the world of deep

tech. Deep tech is crucial to modern advancements and the future of technology, yet it often

remains complex and hard to understand, causing many to distance themselves from it. This

event specifically focused on deep AI tech, making it more accessible to the public and educating

attendees on its significance and applications. By bringing deep tech onto a public stage, GenAI

Collective provided a unique avenue for people to learn about and engage with groundbreaking

technologies that define the future.

About GenAI Collective

The GenAI Collective is San Francisco’s largest AI community, boasting over 12,000 founders,

researchers, operators, and investors passionate about AI. Through dynamic in-person events

and vibrant online forums, members collaborate to foster meaningful relationships, tackle

challenging problems, and shape the future of AI.

Fahmid Kabir

The Generative AI Collective
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